TOWARDS A MORE KNOWLEDGEABLE WORLD

with Knowledge E
In a world that's moving faster than ever, the availability, quality, and pursuit of knowledge is fundamental for advancement. Knowledge E helps institutions advance the quality of their research; move towards teaching excellence; upgrade library technology, services, and practices; advance scholarship through journal publication, management, and training. In other words, working with higher education institutions, publishers, and scholars to solve our society's most significant challenges.

About us

Working towards better discovery, development & dissemination of knowledge.
200+ CLIENTS

Academic institutions | Governments
Public libraries | Corporate
Healthcare
DISCOVER through Knowledge E’s Digital Library & e-Resource solutions

DEVELOP with Knowledge E’s Training & Consulting Programmes

DISSEMINATE via Knowledge E’s Publishing Services & our Open Access publishing platform
DISCOVER

E-Resources & Digital Library Solutions
COLLABORATING WITH WORLD CLASS PUBLISHERS

Top tier content covering all disciplines
Knowledge E provides different content types

- **Journal collections**: Top academic journal collections across leading publishers.
- **e-Book collections**: Flexible access models, extensive multidisciplinary content and more.
- **Online databases**: Curated to meet the growing demands of scholarly research.
- **Workflow solutions**: Help scientists gain actionable insights that lead to innovation.
- **Research management**: Tools that support strategic decision making so that research can flourish.
**Go beyond access to content**

Our digital library services are designed to facilitate access to academic resources while offering institutions insight into user behaviour and the ability to evaluate return on investment. Our expert team also facilitates training and awareness sessions and provides technical support every step of the way.

REQUEST A DEMO
DISCOVER MORE

With Zendy
DISCOVER WITH ZENDY

A scholarly search engine with...

Thousands of publications
A vast collection of scientific journals, e-books, magazines and more with no download limits.

All major disciplines
Academic literature from physical, biological, health, environmental & social sciences, humanities, business and more!

Comprehensive filtering
Refine your searches with language, subject, date of publication, material type, publisher and more!
DEVELOP
Training & consulting solutions
Our training & consulting ecosystem

Research Excellence

- *Maximise Research*
  - Improve the quality, quantity, visibility, impact & commercial viability of institutional research

Higher Education Excellence for Sustainable Economic Development

- *Strengthen Knowledge Economies*
  - Integrate higher education & research with industry & public policy to increase economic growth & achieve sustainable development goals

Higher Education Leadership Excellence

- *Forge World-Class Universities*
  - Assess, develop, & implement strategies to improve institutional quality, graduate employability & aid global reputation ambitions

Journal & Scholarly Publication Excellence

- *Advance Scholarship*
  - Enhance the quality of scholarly journal content & management to increase global credibility, indexing, & impact on international communities of knowledge, commerce & public policy

Teaching Excellence in Higher Education

- *Improve Teaching*
  - Reform curricula, enhance teaching, mentoring, & assessment methods & enable systems for international best practice, student success, & programme accreditation

Library & Information Literacy Excellence

- *Upgrade Libraries*
  - Modernise technology, services & staff professional skills to facilitate 21st century learning & research
We deliver successful projects by executing a strategic plan for the course design & implementation while leveraging our key advantages.

**Customised & Evidence Based**
Our programmes are tailored to meet specific client needs, based on analysis and benchmarking, and purposefully delivered through evidence based best practice in alignment with strategic goals.

**Return on Investment**
Our programmes produce measurable impact that promotes organisational sustainability & far-reaching influence.

**Global Expertise & Local Competency**
We leverage our local acumen and cultural competency to ensure our top international subject experts and experienced project management team deliver the highest standards of quality that align with client values.
Participants obtain & cement new knowledge that is meaningful & relevant to them.

Participants are equipped with tangible ‘take-aways’ that can be immediately applied.

Participants are inspired to share their learning with others across their networks.

Our programmes stimulate a measurable change in knowledge, values, & behaviour, delivering tangible results, promoting individual & institutional transformation, and ensuring a return on investment.
DISSEMINATE
KnE Publishing services
KnE Publishing provides...

Author Support Services
LEARN MORE

Conference Services
LEARN MORE

Grant Review Services
LEARN MORE

Journal Services
LEARN MORE

Book Services
COMING SOON

Hosting Services
COMING SOON
We give your researchers the tools, insights, and platform to produce, publish and promote their research.

Increase your research impact

As a boutique business, we will provide you with a bespoke service tailored to your specific needs, helping you to increase the quantity and quality, visibility and impact of your institution’s research outputs.

Enhance your reputation

We have developed a suite of services designed to enhance your institution’s reputation and competitiveness – both nationally and internationally.

Achieve ranking ambitions

Our unique holistic approach offers an end-to-end scholarly publication solution – motivating and educating your researchers, and maximising publication opportunities, to increase your institution’s global standing.
Why choose us?

Aside from a seamless journey from start to finish, facilitated by our client excellence department, at KnE we believe that being a part of the Knowledge E family means becoming part of something bigger. We look to inspire positive change in the world while shaping the future of the global knowledge economy and finally showing how a small company can make a big difference.
From disaster relief to building schools in remote areas,
Knowledge E partners with organisations to support
worthwhile causes to make a difference.
Contact us today to get started!

info@knowledgee.com
+971 4 422 7043
www.knowledgee.com